Go over Quiz #4.

Discuss Assignment #3 ("has a" vs. "is a" relationships).

Revisit Worksheet #4: Depending on how far you got on last week’s worksheet, you will finish the rest of the topics on the sheet before doing anything else.

- What are the “Big Three”.

- Talk about the newly released assignment and discuss which classes might need the Big Three and what the purpose of each is.

Using the library example from the last few weeks:

```cpp
class library {
    private:
        int num_books;
        struct textbook *books;
    public:
        ...
};
```

- When is the big three called when you return a library object from a function?

```
library library_setup(); //prototype
```

```
library l=library_setup(); // what is called with this example
```

```
l=library_setup(); //what is called with this example
```

- Define the “Big Three” for this library example.